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Hobby
� Hobby (from English hobby — hobby, favourite business)— a human activity, a certain 

occupation in which are engaged at a leisure, for pleasure. Hobby — what the person 
loves and with pleasure it is ready to be engaged in the free time. Hobby is a good way 
of fight against a stress, anger. Besides, hobbies often help to develop an outlook. The 
main objective of hobbies — to help to self-actualize.

� By the word "hobby" in English at the end of the 13th century called a little horse. 
Subsequently, from the 1550th a word it began to designate a children's toy horse of 
hobbyhorse. 



Types of a hobby
  Active hobbies
� Tourism

� Hunting

� Fishing

� Observation of birds

� Dances

� Paintball

� Airsoft

� Geokeshing

� Historical reconstruction

� Role-playing games

� Railway hobbies

� Amateur astronomy

"House" hobbies

� Collecting
� Modelizm
� Collecting of puzzles
� Floriculture
� Gardening
� Needlework
� Amateur photo
� Amateur painting
� Cookery
� Game in amateur theater
� Singing, karaoke
� Playing a musical instrument
� Computer games
� Board games
� Intellectual games   

(crossword puzzles, rebuses



Types of a hobby
Reading books read the book very interesting and 
useful. Books increases vocabulary person, 
enrich his inner world, make smarter and improve 
memory



A lot of people collect various items: coins, 
stamps, cars, posters, antiques Usually such 
people have a lot of very rare things that are very 
expensive



My hobby
� My hobby are dancing and singing. I like to sing and dancing very much. There are 

my passion. I like many types of dances from all over the world. 

� Many people like listening to music and it is hard to imagine our life without music. 
Singing gives me a great pleasure. It helps me to forget my daily problems. Every 
person has his own favorite groups or singers. Singing is an excellent way of 
entertainment. 

�  Hobbies differ like tastes. If you have chosen a hobby according to your character 
and taste you are lucky, because your life becomes more interesting. 


